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Abstract
In the era of globalization like now this all something experience dynamics and development towards digital, incl citizenship in Indonesia. Globalization be marked with exists dependency and openness between one country to another. Anxiety digital citizenship in the industrial era 4.0 is proof that rate globalization accelerated by digital technology and making all over the world increasingly connected. Utilization development of the digital world in context citizenship is one of way that can be done as effort answer identical developments over time with progress technology information. Study This aim For know challenges and opportunities for the country in the Industrial Era 4.0 and knowing developments over time with increasingly technology progress and develop. Method used in study This is study literature (library research). This study using secondary data form journal scientific, results study as well as books and other relevant sources. Data analysis techniques used covers three stages that is organizing, synthesizing, and identifying. Research result this show that openness information and global connectivity creates challenge new, esp related with digital citizenship and participation political via online platforms. Challenge the involve complexity in respond fast change technology, protection privacy in digital space, and adaptation identity national in face current globalization is not limited. However, in the middle dynamics this is also available opportunity significant for utilise technology as means For increase participation citizen for protect privacy, and building identity strong national.
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Introduction
Globalization as areality that is not can avoided. Globalization forming connection cross country and then cross the show exists dependency one with others as well for each other need and complete. In one side, development has give impact positive and the state can feel the benefits. With development of technology, information, communication and transportation systems, the country is given convenience in do various related activities with planning, implementation, and evaluation implementation development. Various thing that becomes priority government good center nor area can observed public. Through the media with easy can seen as well as is known things that are government programs, good in period long, term intermediate, or period short. With facility system transportation, officials government center for example can with easy and fast do review to area. In the current era of globalization bring change socially significant, esp driven by progress technology (Nursanti et.al 2023). Attention to risk moral and ethical degradation that is not avoided the more increasing (Dewanto et.al 2023). Draft liberal citizenship becomes focus the main one who created it dynamics new in global politics and rights basic humans (Benhabib 2017). Phenomenon this interesting attention Because push fundamental questions about the role of the state, participation citizenship, and protection right individual. Analysis deep to liberal citizenship reveals complexity connection between freedom individual and responsible state responsibility (Bianchi & Stephenson 2014). Conflict between idealism conceptual and reality political demand careful understanding to
the challenges faced in application draft this is in various context national and international (Qobo & Nyathi 2016). This study essential in respond continuing global dynamics develop, provide necessary insight for formulate more policies effective in promote citizenship in the industrial era 4.0. With understand complexity, we can pioneering road going to more society inclusive and fair. In dig essence dynamics Indonesian citizenship, necessary recognized that this country works no only as entity politics, but also as vehicle for development identity national in nature dynamic. Greetz (Hardiman 2002) states that Indonesia is very diverse This experience difficulty in describe the parts in a way carefully. Diversity that includes more of 300 tribes and hundreds Language become mirror conception inclusive citizenship, in line with Spirit Bineka Tunggal Ika. In line with therefore, the religious and cultural diversity of Indonesian citizens demands exists mechanism capable citizenship accommodate need as well as rights individual in develop his identity.

In public multicultural existence variety culture is something things that must guarded and respected so that it does not happen split (Lintang Sari & Ulfatun Najicha, nd). Diversity public as asset valuable for nation in fact prone to will directional friction to conflict and dissension (Mukharohmah and Najicha, nd). In the era of globalization like Now This all something experience dynamics and development towards digital, incl citizenship in Indonesia. Anxiety from Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0 is that digital technology can speed up rate globalization and making the world increasingly connected. However, connection this can also be done bring impact negative like appearance digital tensions between developed and developing countries, as well potential increase inequality distribution wealth and resources power. Reason anxiety This appear is Because digital technology in the Industry 4.0 era is promising Lots progress in various aspect life, like communications, transportation, health, and education. However, progress this also presents challenge new in build an inclusive global society, where every individual own the same opportunity for developing in the middle rate increasing globalization fast. Reason from Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0: Challenges and Opportunities Building an Inclusive global society is because digital technology has change method We live and work. Digital technology delivers lots benefit like convenience access more information, efficiency and productivity tall. However, digital technology can also strengthen tension social and economic issues among countries, as well in public. However, in the midst of the era of globalization and the surge digital technology, maintenance diversity and identity national face substantial challenge. Scattered thoughts and values through global channels can influence method individual interpret citizenship and form view to identity national. Therefore that, research this no only involve dimensions constitutionality and legality citizenship, but also detailing dynamics psychological and social issues that emerge from interaction between citizenship, globalization, and digital technology. There is explanation deep about shift this expect it opened comprehensive view in face challenges and opportunities facing Indonesia in build identity citizenship in an era that continues changed this.

Research Methodology
This study use method librarianship (library research). This study using secondary data form journal scientific, results study as well as books and resources other relevant references. Literature or library used in this study is books, articles journals, proceedings, and reports study as listed in the bibliography list. There are two stages in technique data analysis in research this is 1) analysis at the moment data collection, this addressed for more catch essence or the essence of focus research to be done through collected sources, this process done aspect by aspect, accordingly with map study. 2) after the data collection process is carried out next analyze existing data collected with determine connection one each other.

Result & Discussion
Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0
In a number of year lastly, progress technology has change method man in undergo life completely. Such digital developments fast has bring the consequences alone good that impact in a way positive nor negative for man. Impact positive exists digitalization ie help man in finish work from all field work with fast, easy spread information, make things easier communication between individual even cross country as well give convenience access in look for something information. Whereas impact negative exists digitalization is appearance anti-social behavior, cyber bullying, spread news fake (hoax), emergence pornography, cyber sabotage and blackmail, speech hatred (hate speech), emergence cybercrime (cybercrime) such as hacking (breaking into other people's computer programs), carding (abuse another person's identity) and cracking. Globalization the more remove there are boundaries in the world. Access public to genre information the more fast and easy. "Development information and communication technology sort of this has also caused world relations become without limits" (Koto, Ismail & H, Ida 2022). Implementation Digital Citizenship also requires management safe data and guaranteed privacy, so
need there is effort for ensure dynamics and protection of personal data public. In the era of globalization like now this all something experience dynamics and development towards digital, incl citizenship in Indonesia. Anxiety from Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0 is that digital technology can speed up rate globalization and making the world increasingly connected. However, connection this can also be done bring impact negative like appearance digital tensions between developed and developing countries, as well potential increase inequality distribution wealth and resources Power. Reason anxiety this appear is Because Digital technology in the Industry 4.0 era is promising Lots progress in various aspect life, like communications, transportation, health, and education.

However, progress this also presents challenge new in build an inclusive global society, where every individual own the same opportunity for developing in the middle rate increasing globalization fast. Reason from Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0: Challenges and opportunities building an inclusive global society is because digital technology has change method we live and work. Digital technology delivers Lots benefit like convenience access more information, efficiency and productivity tall. However, digital technology can also strengthen it tension social and economic issues among countries, as well in public. In In the context of the Industrial Era 4.0, Digital Citizenship is faced with a role strategic in speed up and simplify the administrative process population. Besides that is, implementation Digital Citizenship has potency For increase data transparency and accuracy, helps government and society in overcome challenge, all at once utilise opportunities that exist in the Industry 4.0 era. In the Industrial 4.0 era, success a country will depend greatly on capabilities for utilise digital technologies and integrating them with existing infrastructure for increase quality life public. However, challenges are faced is How overcome digital center and ensure that everyone has same access to increasingly digital technology advanced thi unrest from digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0 is that digital technology can increase inequality and injustice in society, especially in developing countries in the world. This matter can happen because access digital technology still limited to circles certain course, so increase tension social and economic. However, along with this opportunity, a need also arises will high digital literacy among public. Understanding will technology and capabilities for take advantage of it in a way effective become key maximizing benefit in from Digital Citizenship. Expansion participation and empowerment economics also requires it exists effort in. Minimize digital divide, to be sure that all over layer public can feel benefit from transformation this. With however, Digital Citizenship in the Industrial Era 4.0 is not only become tool administration only, but also as instrument for advance participation, economy, and welfare society in the midst of an increasingly era connect and transform this.

**Challenge Diversity in Globalization**

Globalization, with all openness and connectedness create dynamics new in manage diversity ethnicity, religion, race and language. In the middle rapidly current information and interaction between countries, Indonesian people are faced with challenges guard diversity as source strength national. Pancasila must there is in self each individual as characteristic typical nation, and as source law means Pancasila became base law from all lawyang established in Indonesia as well as ambition nation so as the Indonesian people must own desire. For unite respect and not drop One with others (Sari & Najicha, 2022). In context this, one challenge main is risk homogenization culture. Globalization often brings impact for shift or flatten difference culture local. Circumstances moment this show that in a way aware generation young moment this start leave old and catching culture culture just listed free on digital media of course more pleasant heart they than cultures public local that they are consider too “ outdated ” (Tio Manalu & Najicha, 2022). Culture global popularity can be dominate stage, threatening diversity enriching culture identity national. Therefore that’s necessary effort special for understand, appreciate, and promote diversity culture as a legacy that does not only worth local, but also becoming global wealth. Challenge others that the country is facing are: inequality access to benefit globalization. Temporary a number of group public can take profit from global connectivity, other groups perhaps left behind or even feel threatened by rapid change. Inequality economic and social between countries become the more real, where some countries are capable optimizing benefit from globalization, while others are trapped in circle inequality. Challenge citizenship also appears in realm identity social and political on a global scale. Conflict identity and polarization public cross country becomes the more complex, requiring effort collaborative in build understanding and dialogue between culture for overcome challenge this. Conflict in public can bring good condition because push change society, but also bad circumstances if sustainable without look for considered solution beneficial for all parties (Sumarto 2019). Therefore that, deep face conflict culture we need similarity perception or unity method look between all public about existence the cultures are very diverse, however own spirit for build life together in a way harmonious (Annisa & Ulfatun Najicha, nd). Although challenge the real and complex, they also create
opportunity for build work samaglobal more strong. Global citizenship becomes source potency innovation and solutions collaborative for global problems, such as change climate, inequality and crisis humanity.

**Opportunity Develop Citizenship Innovative in the Digital Era**

In the era of globalization like now this all something experience dynamics and development towards digital, incl citizenship in Indonesia. In this context, digital technology isn’t it only for tool administrative, but rather catalyst for forming dynamic and progressive citizenship. One of significant opportunity is creation participation more public inclusive through digital platforms. Next, development technology is also opening up door for approach education innovative citizenship. With utilise digital solutions such as online learning platforms and simulations interactive, educational citizenship can become more interesting and relevant for digital generation. Education is factor important determinant progress nation, because education make public think more advanced, moral and capable compete with other countries (Najicha 2017 p. 1). No just on level individual, the digital era also provides opportunity for strengthen global connectedness and global citizenship. With ability communicate and access global information instant, citizens can more involved in global issues, responding challenge together, and contribute to solutions world problems. This matter open opportunity for build citizenship that is more universal and oriented towards global prosperity. However, along with opportunity However, challenges also arise related data security and privacy. Development citizenship innovation in the digital era requires careful policy for protect rights individual and coping potency abuse technology. Steps effective data security become key for ensure trust public in adopt digital citizenship. Opportunity develop Innovative citizenship in the digital era holds promise transformation deep in method we understand, celebrate, and engage self in life citizenship. With wise manage challenges that arise, we can forming more society inclusive, connected, and empowered competitive high in this digital era.

**Responsive Strategy Utilise Technology for Build Citizenship Inclusive**

In the era of globalization like now this all something experience dynamics and development towards digital, incl citizenship in Indonesia. In an increasingly global era proceed this, technology become strength main in form and strengthen inclusive citizenship. Responsive strategies that leverage technology no only make it easier access information for citizens, but also provide base for build values:centered citizenship inclusivity. One of approach main is use of digital platforms for empowering participation public in the retrieval process decision. With utilise technology this, citizens can more easy voice opinion they, provide contribution to policy public, and feel involvement active in formation direction of the country. Technology open door for approach innovative educational for build inclusive citizenship. Civic education can give understanding about roles and responsibilities answer good citizen to generation young (Winataputra 2007). Online learning platform, simulation interactive, and content digital education provides opportunity for increase understanding public about rights and obligations citizen. Ki Hajar Dewantara mention there is three environment education that is family, school as well as society (Hamidi and Lutfi 2010). However, in technology for utilization build inclusive citizenship, necessary exists ensuring policies and actions equal accessibility. Challenge inequality access to technology must resolved so that all layer public can feel the benefits. Steps this covers provision affordable internet access, training inclusive technology, and development friendly application user. Trust public to use technology in context citizenship only can improved if there is guarantee data security and privacy individual. Therefore that’s a necessary effort done for develop appropriate and ensuring policies application standard high security. Civic education as learning in level education until level college tall works For increase awareness generation young in develop character about education Love deep homeland education citizenship can present and cultivate returning a sense of nationalism generation young in face development modernization culture, so required a innovation form counseling material nor enhancement power good teacher (Fathoni & Najicha 2022). With carry out a smart and balanced responsive strategy, technology can become strength transformational in forming inclusive citizenship. Utilization wise and inclusive technology no only speed up progress, but also can create equal stage for all over constructive citizens foundation strong for more society participatory and capable empower competitive in this global era.

**Conclusion**

Globalization the more remove there are boundaries in the world. Access public to Genre information the more fast and easy. In the era of globalization bring complex challenges and opportunities for citizenship. Citizenship no again limited to rights and obligations to one country, but also a reflection from involvement in complex global network. In the era of globalization, citizenship face challenge complex with change role a country and inequality access to benefit globalization makes focus main. Openness information and global connectivity
creates challenge new, esp related with digital citizenship and participation political via online platforms. Challenge the involve complexity in respond fast change technology, protection privacy in digital space, and adaptation identity national in face current globalization is not limited. In face global dynamics, looking at challenge as opportunity for solution innovative become base For forming base for forming cultural and adaptive citizenship.
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